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aut-num:        25309
as-name:        TOP-IX_RS
descr:          AS for TOP-IX Route Servers
org:            ORG-CTIT2-RIPE
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
remarks:        Information: http://www.top-ix.org/
remarks:        Peering requests: networking@top-ix.org
remarks:        Members technical support: networking@top-ix.org
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
remarks:        The following communities are applied by the route-server:
remarks:        ** WARNING
remarks:        ** You should not set any of these by yourself
remarks:        ** If you do so, your routes will be rejected
remarks:        25309:64900 = Prefix received from a peer on TOP-IX
remarks:        25309:64901 = Prefix received from a peer on LyonIX
remarks:        25309:64902 = Prefix received from a peer on VSIX
remarks:        25309:64903 = Prefix received from a peer on FranceIX
remarks:        LARGE COMMUNITY
remarks:        25309:1006:64900 = Prefix received from a peer on TOP-IX
remarks:        25309:1006:64901 = Prefix received from a peer on LyonIX
remarks:        25309:1006:64902 = Prefix received from a peer on VSIX
remarks:        25309:1006:64903 = Prefix received from a peer on FranceIX
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
remarks:        The following communities can be used by members on our Route-Servers:
remarks:        GRACEFUL SHUTDOWN:
remarks:        65535:0
remarks:        ** Note: These communities are evaluated
remarks:        ** on a "first match win" basis
remarks:        0:peer-as = Don't send route to this peer as
remarks:        25309:peer-as = Send route to this peer as
remarks:        0:25309 = Don't send route to any peer
remarks:        25309:25309 = Send route to all peers
remarks:        LARGE COMMUNITY
remarks:        25309:0:peer-as = Don't send route to this peer as
remarks:        25309:1:peer-as = Send route to this peer as
remarks:        25309:0:25309 = Don't send route to any peer
remarks:        25309:1:25309 = Send route to all peers
remarks:        ** Communities for Google Cache hosted in TOP-IX
remarks:        0:64512 = Don't send route to GC1
remarks:        0:11344 = Don't send route to GC2
remarks:        ** Note: the community (25309: 25309) is applied
remarks:        ** by default by the route-server
remarks:        25309:65000 = Send route to TOP-IX's members
remarks:        0:65000 = Don't send route to TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:65001 = Send route to LyonIX's members
remarks:        0:65001 = Don't send route to LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:65002 = Send route to VSIX's members
remarks:        0:65002 = Don't send route to VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:65003 = Send route to FranceIX's members
remarks:        0:65003 = Don't send route to FranceIX's members
remarks:        LARGE COMMUNITY
remarks:        25309:1:64900 = Send route to TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:0:64900 = Don't send route to TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:1:64901 = Send route to LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:0:64901 = Don't send route to LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:1:64902 = Send route to VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:0:64902 = Don't send route to VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:1:64903 = Send route to FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:0:64903 = Don't send route to FranceIX's members
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
remarks:        Prepend and MED
remarks:        65001:peer-as = Prepend 1 for peer-as
remarks:        65002:peer-as = Prepend 2 for peer-as
remarks:        65003:peer-as = Prepend 3 for peer-as
remarks:        65101:peer-as = MED 50 for peer-as
remarks:        65102:peer-as = MED 100 for peer-as
remarks:        65103:peer-as = MED 200 for peer-as
remarks:        25309:65101 = prepend 1 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:65102 = prepend 2 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:65103 = prepend 3 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:65111 = prepend 1 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:65112 = prepend 2 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:65113 = prepend 3 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:65121 = prepend 1 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:65122 = prepend 2 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:65123 = prepend 3 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:65131 = prepend 1 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:65132 = prepend 2 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:65133 = prepend 3 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:65301 = MED 50 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:65302 = MED 100 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:65303 = MED 200 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:65311 = MED 50 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:65312 = MED 100 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:65313 = MED 200 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:65321 = MED 50 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:65322 = MED 100 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:65323 = MED 200 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:65331 = MED 50 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:65332 = MED 100 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:65333 = MED 200 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        LARGE COMMUNITY
remarks:        25309:101:peer-as = Prepend 1 for peer-as
remarks:        25309:102:peer-as = Prepend 2 for peer-as
remarks:        25309:103:peer-as = Prepend 3 for peer-as
remarks:        25309:201:peer-as = MED 50 for peer-as
remarks:        25309:202:peer-as = MED 100 for peer-as
remarks:        25309:203:peer-as = MED 200 for peer-as
remarks:        25309:101:64900 = prepend 1 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:102:64900 = prepend 2 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:103:64900 = prepend 3 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:101:64901 = prepend 1 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:102:64901 = prepend 2 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:103:64901 = prepend 3 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:101:64902 = prepend 1 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:102:64902 = prepend 2 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:103:64902 = prepend 3 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:101:64903 = prepend 1 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:102:64903 = prepend 2 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:103:64903 = prepend 3 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:201:64900 = MED 50 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:202:64900 = MED 100 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:203:64900 = MED 200 for all TOP-IX's members
remarks:        25309:201:64901 = MED 50 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:202:64901 = MED 100 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:203:64901 = MED 200 for all LyonIX's members
remarks:        25309:201:64902 = MED 50 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:202:64902 = MED 100 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:203:64902 = MED 200 for all VSIX's members
remarks:        25309:201:64903 = MED 50 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:202:64903 = MED 100 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        25309:203:64903 = MED 200 for all FranceIX's members
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
remarks:        Set peer-as value as listed below for 32 bits ASNs:
remarks:        198240 =&gt; 64600 DIGISAT (VSIX)
remarks:        196983 =&gt; 64601 ELSYNET (TOP-IX)
remarks:        199125 =&gt; 64602 ALLIANCE-RESEAUX (TOP-IX)
remarks:        198287 =&gt; 64603 CNSI (FRANCE-IX)
remarks:        198435 =&gt; 64604 EDX Network (LYON-IX)
remarks:        199837 =&gt; 64605 3P System (VSIX)
remarks:        213111 =&gt; 64606 Studio Armonia
remarks:        199947 =&gt; 64607 Nexus (VSIX)
remarks:        200043 =&gt; 64608 Cesena Net S.r.l. (VSIX)
remarks:        201877 =&gt; 64609 NETandWORK (VSIX)
remarks:        200480 =&gt; 64611 Pasubio Tecnologia S.r.l. (VSIX)
remarks:        203223 =&gt; 64612 Unica Telecomunicazioni (VSIX)
remarks:        207028 =&gt; 64613 Associazione Senza Fili Senza
remarks:        198721 =&gt; 64614 Progetto8 (VSIX)
remarks:        203367 =&gt; 64615 SailWeb S.r.l
remarks:        205005 =&gt; 64616 Micso S.r.l
remarks:        205926 =&gt; 64617 Auxilium S.r.l
remarks:        201198 =&gt; 64618 Airgrid S.r.l
remarks:        210144 =&gt; 64619 Zadea S.r.l
remarks:        205139 =&gt; 64620 Lepida SPA
remarks:        204708 =&gt; 64621 Midway's Network
remarks:        207054 =&gt; 64622 DB Network
remarks:        208296 =&gt; 64623 ValWeb
remarks:        199666 =&gt; 64624 Hynet
remarks:        209631 =&gt; 64625 TOPIX4Sxhools
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
remarks:        Communities that are in the public range
remarks:        (1-64495:x) and (131072-4199999999:x)
remarks:        will be preserved by the route-servers
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
remarks:        Martians or RFC1918 ** are rejected ** on Route Servers
remarks:        -----------------------------------------------------
import:         from AS12779 accept ANY
import:         from AS41364 accept ANY
export:         to AS12779 announce AS25309
export:         to AS41364 announce AS25309
admin-c:        TN4824-RIPE
tech-c:         TN4824-RIPE
status:         ASSIGNED
mnt-by:         RIPE-NCC-END-MNT
mnt-by:         TOPIX-MNT
created:        2002-09-26T14:07:25Z
last-modified:  2024-03-20T15:14:20Z
source:         RIPE
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                                        	IPv4 地址段	描述	IP 数量
	194.116.99.0/24	None	256
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                                SWISS-KRONO-AS - SWISS KRONO sp. z o.o.
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                                ABH-AS
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                                COI - Centralny Osrodek Informatyki
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                                UNIVERSAL-EXPORTS - Andrew Vieyra
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                                TEFINCOMHOST-AS-AP Packethub s.a.
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